00:52:54 Ethan Bernstein- Fremont: Hi Wilmonda!
00:53:33 davidgeeslin:
Hello everyone! Good morning/afternoon, you
can keep your video off and audio mute. Will elaborate guideline for
this Zoom meeting
00:58:11 Rick Whitney:
Hello everyone
00:58:16 Rick Whitney:
how many are we expecting?
01:05:09 Ethan Bernstein- Fremont: Thanks Texas!
01:18:19 Mel Goodall:
I wonder how many schools have released staff
without pay?
01:21:00 davidgeeslin:
Mel Goodall, that is excellent question. We
could develop a google poll and find out how many schools are doing
this approach
01:28:56 Mary Hughes:
How many hours per week do you expect your
team to work per hour?
01:30:25 Mel Goodall:
Currenlty my staff at FSDB are working their
40 hours teleworking, training, meetings on Office 365 teams, staying
busy teleworking.
01:32:00 Bethany VanBebber:
Here at Tennessee SD- we follow the
Alternative Workplace Solutions (AWS) and Director works the full 37.5
hours remotely, coming to campus as needed.
Deans and Cottage
Supervisors work following the AWS Hybrid schedule- working 20 hours a
week with 17.5 Administrative Leave with pay, while the RA's/Youth
Service workers are on full administrative leave with pay. We will
follow the 10, 11, and 12 month employee pay periods.
01:32:34 Mel Goodall:
Deb and Wilmonda I am not able to unlock my
video. It is locked by you so I can't comment in the group. Could you
unlock me please?
01:34:22 Roddy NMSD:
No specific number of hours required. More
project based work. Currently, we are averaging 15 hrs a week. Who
works with the teachers in zoom classroom have more hours.
01:38:27 Bethany VanBebber:
Curious about Athletes for your
school in the Fall?
01:38:40 Bethany VanBebber:
Athletics- Football/Volleyball
01:38:57 Ethan Bernstein- Fremont: Still pending depending on the
situation
01:42:42 Tim Elstad:
All STudent Life staff put work hours (8a to
4p) on the time sheets averaging 20 work hours plus 20 hours of adm.
pay. we are not paying them for the shift differential.
Yes, we do
the tutoring ---only during daytime and by Zoom
01:43:28 Roddy NMSD:
Question: Do you expect all students to
return their school devices and materials at end of the school year?
01:44:04 Tim Elstad:
yes, probably early june, we will go get the
devices back to school.
01:44:29 Boaz Edmunson - OregonSD: We expect our seniors or other
exiting students to do so. Otherwise, they keep through the summer. We
sent out a notification to parents that they/their child are liable
for taking care of the devices. If they did not want the liability
then they could drop off the devices at the school.
01:46:33 Roddy NMSD:
We most likely will be sending our
transportation and SL staff out to pick them up from our regular

Weekend drop-off/pick up locations.
01:55:39 Bethany VanBebber:
Peigneux is from where? Which
school? I missed it.
01:56:32 katrina: Ed Peigneux is from Riverside
01:56:44 Bethany VanBebber:
Thanks Katrina!
01:56:53 Tim Elstad:
one of the questions....what about the
graduation plans?
01:58:08 Dawn Talmage-Maxwell:
Can you give me the online trainings
if possible?
01:58:24 Ethan Bernstein- Fremont: CSD Fremont graduation plan is still
in the air.
01:58:45 Ethan Bernstein- Fremont: Virtual or postpone ceremony to Fall
or even Dec
01:59:01 Ethan Bernstein- Fremont: Seniors here seem want to have a
virtual ceremony
01:59:23 Bethany VanBebber:
Tennessee postponed to Fall- still
up in the air. Virtual ceremony sounds like a great idea.
02:00:02 Bethany VanBebber:
To my understanding the trainings
should be on the NSLDHH website?
02:01:58 Boaz Edmunson - OregonSD: Oregon will do virtual ceremony.
Each senior will video themselves, submit to our Video teacher, then
the video teacher will edit the videos together. There will be a zoom
session where the seniors and their families will be invited to watch
the video together.
02:04:00 Bethany VanBebber:
Great suggestion, Matt!
02:04:32 Ethan Bernstein- Fremont: Same with CSDF, sharing appreciation
video to SL staff
02:11:39 Mary Hughes:
Will SL continue to get full pay in the fall
if school remains closed?
02:16:03 Tim Elstad:
a big if.....we are still doing the remote
approach in the fall, I expect a significant reduction in FTE. don't
think we are able to justify the same number of fte and/or personnel
services. that will be a scary one for us.
02:17:17 Roddy NMSD:
Our current plan is not to cut anyone's pay.
We will see what the outcome of our special Legislative meeting will
look like. Nothing is definitive anywhere.
02:19:31 Ethan Bernstein- Fremont: I need to go. I have another event
to go to
02:19:46 Tim Elstad:
thumbs up....good to see you via zoom
02:21:32 Elizabeth Sterling:
Just remember that those recordings
are now an educational record. So they must be kept with the student’s
file and are subject to open records requests.
02:22:18 Tim Elstad:
great discussions...I gotta attend the 1230
mtg.
thanks wm and deb for coordinating the zoom mtg... good job!
02:26:00 Bethany VanBebber:
Yes to the meetings every 2 weeks.
02:26:27 Bethany VanBebber:
This is a very fluid situation, it
is a wonderful idea if we can meet often to be on top of things!
02:26:50 Boaz Edmunson - OregonSD: Thumbs up to the biweekly
meetings :)
02:27:01 Chad Fleming:
Who is 24/7 schools? (I'm from Alabama

School for the Deaf)
02:29:28 Doug Boersma:
Thank you all! Good information for all!
02:29:43 Jennifer’s iPad: thank you!

